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ICT Across the
curriculum: Digital
pedagogies,
technology
and you!

ICT Workshop 2

Assignment 2 videos are up
• Two videos outlining the:
• Production and
• Process

• Now on FLO
• If you have an interesting idea you wish to capture, please negotiate
with me
• The word count range is 1200 – 1800 – no more, no less. There is no
10% with this assignment, just get it in the range. J

Assignment 3 groups

• You need to do a group select before you can submit!
• If you do not join a group, you will not be able to submit anything –
with the error: ‘This assignment requires submission in groups’

Assignment 3 groups
• Video on FLO explains the process
• Spend a few minutes deciding who you want to work with for assignment
3.
• Self-select breakout groups will be created (join with the members of your
proposed group).
• Discipline overlap is strongly encouraged – unless you want to do an
interdisciplinary unit – the integrated curriculum thinking must be explicit if
you do.
• Use the ‘Assignment 3 – Group Select Group self-selection’ on FLO to JOIN
YOUR GROUP – note you will not be able to submit until this is done.

Discussion:

Schools given all-clear to dump NAPLAN
online for pen and paper test
"In addition, any Victorian school that undertook the
NAPLAN tests online in 2019 will be able to revert to
paper tests in 2020 if that is the school’s preference."

As the teacher, what do you do when the
technology goes wrong?
https://in.aidans.space/dump-naplan

Digital pedagogies…
• What is pedagogy?
• How does might pedagogy relate to ICT?
• How can we design learning to incorporate ICT?
• What is flipped learning? Is it useful?
• “Digital Pedagogy is precisely not about using digital technologies for
teaching and, rather, about approaching those tools from a critical
pedagogical perspective. So, it is as much about using digital tools
thoughtfully as it is about deciding when not to use digital tools, and
about paying attention to the impact of digital tools on learning.”

Activity: Go Google yourself 😉
• What did you find?
• Is it a model of good citizenship?
• What could you change?
• Do you need to adjust your privacy settings?
• What could you learn from what exists about ‘you’?
• Do you have a positive online presence? How do you make one?
• Identify some strategies for managing your digital presence… (5 mins)

Why a portfolio?
As a reflective space
A record of your Professional Learning

Required by the AITSL standards
Required in your Capstone topic

To share with other educators

To improved your writing and editing skills

To be a content creator not just a content
consumer

To improve your reading skills

To showcase your talent

To improve your search skills

To engage with a wider audience

Finding appropriately licensed content
• On your blog site you might wish to use some images or video to
supplement your content… It’s important to appropriately reference,
but better still – to find material that is licensed for reuse or copyzero.
• http://www.smartcopying.edu.au provides a number of useful hints
for finding appropriate content for education.
• Creative Commons and CZero are useful too

Discussion Groups – Assignment 2
• Use this time to discuss where you’re up to with Assignment 2.
• Think about what you might want to present.
• Ask your tutor questions about the assignment.
• Be creative!
• Talk about using Mahara – any process questions?

Use the rest of this session to work on your portfolio

